Soft-decision decoded performance of fast frequency-hopped (FH) M-ary FSK signals over partial band noise jammed binary channels is studied. The effects of metrics conversion, quantization, and the presence of regenerative nodes on the system's cutoff rate performance are investigated. It is found that the conversion from an M-ary metric to a binary one suffers only negligible degradations. For communication links without regenerative nodes, as expected, the infinite-bit soft-decision is the optimal metric, followed by finite-bit soft decision and then hard-decision. For those with regenerative nodes, however, the infinite-bit soft-decision is outperformed by the hard-decision, but the finite-bit soft-decision decoder still keeps its edge over the latter. The issue concerning the order of metric conversion and diversity combining is also analyzed. Numerical results indicate that the conclusion obtained by an earlier simulation report addressing a similar design alternative in fading channels is valid for jammed binary channels, as well. That is, the precombining metric conversion technique gives up only minor performance degradations when compared to the more sophisticated postcombining metric conversion technique.
performance of two soft-decision diversity combiners for MFSK signals over uncoded Rayleigh fading channels. The main issue they raised is the order of deinterleaving and diversity combining. The simulation results there indicated that the simpler one suffers only a modest loss ( 5 1.4 dB within the range of interest for diversity order less than six) while achieving a significant deinterleaver memory reduction. When an interleaver-deinterleaver pair is not need in the system similar design alternatives concerning the order of diversity-combining and metric conversion (see (I), (2) , and The purpose of this paper is three-fold: 1) to study the behavior of the FFH/MFSK systems with binary symbol codes and soft decision decoding against worst-case partial band noise jamming, 2) to analytically compare three soft decision alternatives (two binary and one M-ary; also see Fig. 2 ) for jammedcoded FFWMFSK channels, and 3) to examine the effect of quantization and the influence of the inclusion of regenerative nodes in the above links. The ensuing section provides a description of the FFWMFSK receiver, the system parameter definitions and the hl-ary to binary metric conversion algorithm to be used. Performance analysis is presented in Section 111. We first analyze the postcombining metric conversion rule using the union-Chernoff bound method developed by Omura and Levitt [7] . As will become clear later the Chernoff bound for the precombining metric conversion rule can be derived by modifying a special case of that for the postcombining metric conversion rule. The M-ary symbol case is addressed at the end of the section. Section IV deals with the effect of finite-bit quantization and regenerative nodes. Finally, numerical results, discussions, and conclusions are given in Section V.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONS
A block diagram of the FFWMFSK demodulator is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the outputs from various diversity branches are weighted by the reciprocals of the corresponding noise power estimations. The noise power estimation can be obtained from an AGC circuit which measures the received power in a band adjacent to the signal band, whence this receiver is sometimes called the AGC receiver [3] . We shall assume that the jammed band is much larger than an Mary signal band so that, at any particular instant, all M potential signal channels along with the AGC channel are either jammed or unjammed simultaneously. Furthermore, we shall assume that the noise power measurement by the AGC channel is always perfect as were made in [2] , [3] . In other words, the performance obtained under such a condition will be the best one can expect the AGC FH/MFSK receiver to 0090 conversion algorithm to be studied is [5] There are some other metric conversion algorithms that had been proposed and studied [5] , [13] , [17] but this one was shown to be an approximate maximum likelihood (ML) metric for a general class of slowly fading channels [5, pp. 254-2581 . In the case of additive white Gaussian channel similar conclusion can be reached [9, Appendix B] . For M = 8, the corresponding metric conversion rule is given by
where al, u2, . . . , a8 are the 8-ary channel outputs of the diversity combiner. Assuming, without loss of generality, that a1 is the signal channel output and the Fo(X)(fo(z)), F 1 (z)(fl (z)) are the probability distribution (density) functions of the noise and signal channels, respectively, then the probability density function (pdf) of bi is given by (see Appendix) where N = M / 2 and * stands for the convolution operation.
One implicit assumption in deriving (3) is that the frequency hopping pattern used by the communicator is random enough to render the channel between the encoder output and the decoder input memoryless even in the presence of jamming. As illustrated in Fig. 2 the metric conversion, which is followed by quantization in practice, can be performed either before diversity combining or after. The former requires less memory space but earlier quantizations also suffer from information loss and performance degradation. Those two design alternatives will be called as the precombining metric conversion rule and the postcombining metric conversion rule, respectively.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Omura and Levitt have shown [2] , [7] that the decoded bit error rate (BER) for a memoryless channel can be estimated from the cut-off rate Ro or a related parameter D which is defined by Obviously, both D and Ro are functions of the coding channel and decoding metric only. In contrast to the conventional cutoff rate which is defined for ML decoding metrics the cutoff defined by (4)- (5) 
where p is the fraction of the total hopping band jammed. With soft-decision decoding and postcombining metric conversion rule, the conditional NCB for the AGC receiver illustrated in Fig. 1 is given by (see Appendix) where
R is the coding rate, and ai,j is the coefficient of zz in the expansion m=O i=O
Recursive formula for G(") (A) and H(,)( A) can be found as well
n-1
H(O)(X) H(X).
Note that in the above equations the dependence on p k ' s have been omitted to simplify the notations. To maintain consistency we shall henceforth omit k in all related notations unless there is a danger of confusions.
As for the precombining metric conversion rule, since the statistics at different chip time and the outputs from various diversity branches are independent, we conclude that the corresponding NCB is given by (11) where D(Xl1, x) is to be computed from (7) with L = 1, k = 1 and P1 = E c / x . Employing binomial expansion on the right side of (1 l), we find that D(X) for the precombining case can be obtained from that for the postcombining one by
It is also noticed that both pre-and postcombining rules yield the same performance when M = 2 or L = 1. If the same AGC FFWMFSK demodulator is used for M-ary codes the ML decoding metric, assuming perfect side information pk, can be shown [9, Appendix B] to be given by
where A = { a l , a 2 , . . . , a~} and ai's are defined in (2). At high ,& the ML metric can then be approximated by
In ( a n ) .
Hence, the metric m(n, AI,&) = a, is approximately an ML one. For this metric the conditional NCB is given by
Substituting (14) into (7), we then obtain the associated NCB.
where demodulatiodremodulation processes are performed, 
Iv. EFFECTS OF QUANTIZATION AND REGENERATIVE NODES
The above discussions have been restricted to direct paths with an infinite-bit precision decoding metric. In practice the decoder input is always a finite-length word, Le., the metric converter outputs ( b i ) must be quantizied into finitebit number before being fed into the decoder. To assess the effect of using a finite-bit quantizer we need to know the probability distribution function at the quantizer's output. Given the characteristic function for the input of the quantizer f(w) = D ( i w ) , we can utilize the inversion formula [14] and the Gil-Plaez formula [ 141 1
to obtain the output probability distribution for the N-level 
When we compare (21) to (23), it becomes obvious that the nonzero demodulation error p has in effect redistributed the pdf ( e n } into ((1 -p)tn + pt-,). Since (E,} is the pdf of a random variable representing a noise-only channel output minus the signal channel output, in general, t-, > E , for n = 1, 2 , . . . , N / 2 . The resulting new pdf is thus less skewed than the original one and the overall error rate is thus increased. It can be easily found that the new pdf becomes symmetric with respect to the origin and the overall BER become 1/2 if p = 1/2. From the viewpoint of the decoding procedures, the influence of nonzero on the overall error rate and hence the quantizer shown in Fig. 3: achievable Ro is a combined effect resulted from minimizing both terms on the right side of (22) simultaneously. Since 1) both terms are to be minimized with respect to X and 2) D(X) is not a symmetric function of A or equivalently, the probability density function of the decoder input, y in (5), is not symmetric, as is obvious from the metric conversion rule (l), the one which minimizes D(X) will not minimize D(-X) at the same time. That is, the mix-up of both correct and incorrect bits in the data stream of the final segment of the link tends to increase the number of erroneous bits contributed by individual terms, D(X) (correct bits being incorrectly decoded) and D( -A) (incorrect bits being decoded correctly) respectively. For the hard-decision (1 b quantization) case, 
v. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS (20)
Typical cutoff rate performance for the postcombining and the precombining rule with soft-decision decoding and their corresponding p's are illustrated in Figs. 5-7. We notice that 1) increasing A4 does improve the performance though its effectiveness is a decreasing function of M , 2) as a result of noncoherent combining loss [19] , there is an optimal diversity order for a given set of system parameters (21) where N = 2k for some positive integer k is assumed. We noted that the improvement brought about by the more complicated postcombining scheme is not significant, but it is an increasing function of both M and L. The cutoff rate performance of M-ary codes with the metric m ( A , n) = a, is illustrated in Fig. 10 which exhibits a behavior similar to that of binary codes. Comparisons among various decoding metrics, including M-ary symbol codes, are summarized in Fig. 11 . It can be seen that the information lost in the bit conversion process is negligible for coding rates greater than 1/2 and is less than 1 dB for most rates except when it is smaller than 0.05. for L = 1-9.
Cutoff rate performance of the precombining soft-decision receiver outperforms the hard-decision and the infinite-bit precision soft-decision channels within the range of interest although the hard-decision one is as good when E,/N$ is high (> 21 dB). While for direct links the soft decision metrics outperform the hard decision one as shown in Fig. 11 , the same conclusion can not be reached for indirect links any more. There is a threshold E,/No value for each L over which infinite-bit soft decoding becomes inferior to its finite-bit counterparts. Nevertheless, the finite-bit soft-decision metric still maintains its superiority over hard-decision one in this case. The reason for such a behavior can best be seen in the context of Viterbi decoding. An error event initialized by an erroneous branch metric often last several bits (or branches) before merging with the correct path again. Compared to hard-decision metric, error events generated by the second term of (22) under the soft-decision metric is more difficult to recover because of its larger "false" Euclidean distance. The finite-bit soft decision metric sets an upper limit on this kind of false increase of metric therefore avoids disastrous (large) errors and keeps its VI. APPENDIX decoding advantage. A similar argument can be applied to Euclidean (soft-decision) metric decoding of block codes.
If we assume that the cut-off rate is indeed the code rate used in the coded system then it surely makes more sense to present the performance in terms of required Eb/N(7'S [4] (7) This Appendix is concerned with deriving (7), (9), (10) and related formulae. Without loss of generality, let us assume that channel 2 is t~~~s m i t t e d . a fixed M and E , / N~ the required E,/N; to achieve a given max {me&cs with the zth bit = o}, then the probability den- where F~(y)(f~(y)) and F1(y)(fl(y)) are the probability distribution (density) functions of the diversity combiner outputs [see Fig 2(a) ] for the noise and signal channels, respectively. For the PBNJ channel under consideration, fo(y) and fl(y) have the forms of
where y is defined on positive real numbers only and L is the diversity order. The corresponding probability distribution functions are [4, ch. I ] 
